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1. Introduction

The elongation of some metal junctions allows the fabrication 
of self-supported one-dimensional systems: the suspended 
atomic chains, achieved, for example, in a mechanically con-
trollable break junction (MCBJ) [1]. In such an experiment 
a metallic junction which has been created by lithography 
is being stretched until it breaks. If this stretching is per-
formed in a controllable way by using piezoelements then 
the creation of stable monowires can be observed. With this 
technique it has been possible to create monoatomic chains 
from Ir [2], Pt [1] and Au [3–5] up to a length of 5–6 atoms 
for Pt, and even more for Au, which has been confirmed by 
measuring conductance during formation. One of the most 
exciting perspectives in this area is the ability to study, not 
only theoretically but also experimentally, some of the most 

fundamental properties of one-dimensional systems, which 
are mostly related to their transport properties. As magne-
tism is enhanced in such systems, the latter are promising 
candidates for spintronics applications due to the ability to 
simultaneously probe, control and switch the magnetic state 
by spin-polarized electrical currents [6–10].

Since the creation of the first free-standing atomic chains of 
gold atoms in 1998 [1, 3], a lot of work has been done in the 
search for other elements that could also form atomic chains. 
Although there have been some reports on the formation of sev-
eral 3d- and 4d-row metallic chains, it has not been definitely 
established whether it is possible to successfully create long 
atomic chains out of other elements than Au, Pt and Ir. One of 
the crucial points in the success of chain formation is the recon-
struction of the low-index surfaces of the selected elements: gold 
nanowires spontaneously evolve into freely suspended chains of 
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atoms. Smit et al [1] showed that all the 5d metals that present 
similar reconstructions (Ir, Pt and Au) also form chains of atoms.

In the last few years it has been possible to strengthen the 
bonds in a suspended chain and achieve a higher probability 
of chain producibility by adding external absorbates during the 
chain formation process. It is known that low-coordinated atoms 
are chemically more reactive than in bulk [11]. Thus, being the 
coordination number of only two in an atomic chain, chains are 
expected to be even more reactive than nanoparticles, which 
opens up the possibility of molecular absorbates dissociating, 
even at low temperatures. For instance, O atoms are expected 
to be incorporated in the chains, as predicted in several pre-
vious works [12–16]. Oxygen atoms are not the only kind of  
impurities that can help in the process of chain formation. There 
are previous reports on the effect of H, B, C, N and S impu-
rities on gold chains [11, 17, 18]. All of them found that the 
inserted atoms in gold nanowires form not only stable but also 
very strong bonds. In a previous work [15], we systematically 
applied our chain formation model for a detailed study of the 
trends in the formation of Cu, Ag and Au chains in pure break 
junctions, as well as Cu, Ag and Au break junctions, with the 
atmosphere contaminated by H, C, N and O impurities. We also 
extended the model to the case of a geometrically more complex 
planar zigzag arrangement of the atoms in the chain. We have 
demonstrated that adding the mentioned environmental impuri-
ties to the noble-metal chain formation process leads to a signif-
icantly enhanced probability of chain formation in noble metal 
break junctions, and that the three considered p-like impurities 
lead to similar effects, different from the effects found for H 
impurities. In this work we systematically apply our chain for-
mation model in late 5d transition metals (TMs), namely, Pt and 
Ir. We consider linear and zigzag arrangements and two proto-
type impurities, namely s-like (H) and p-like (O). We include 
spin polarization in all the calculations and carefully check 
the effect of spin-orbit coupling on our findings. Overall, we 
find that, in analogy to noble chains, the presence of impurities 
enhances the probability of chains forming. And while p-like 
impurities also strengthen the stability of the chains, the s-like 
impurities enhance the spin moments of the transition metals 
and lower their structural stability, which is largely dependent 
on the directional bonding between the atoms due to presence 
of the d-states at the Fermi energy.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section  a 
brief description of the computational details used in the cal-
culations is given. In section 3 we present the calculated struc-
tural and magnetic properties of the linear and zigzag chains, 
for both single-atom and chains with impurities. In section 4 
the producibility (P-)model is breafly recalled and the results 
are presented. In this section we also analyze the role of mag-
netism and spin–orbit coupling in the chain formation pro-
cess. Finally, we present our conclusions in section 5.

2. Computational details

In the present first-principles calculations, we employ the full-
potential linearized augmented plane-wave method for one-
dimensional (1D) systems [19], as implemented in the FLEUR 

code [20]. The calculations are based on density functional 
theory within the (rev-PBE) generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) to the exchange-correlation potential. Basis func-
tions were expanded up to kmax = 4.0 bohr − 1 and we have used 
32 k points in one half of the 1D Brillouin zone. The position 
of the boundary between the interstitial and the vacuum region 
Dvac, as well as the in-plane lattice constant D͠  used for the 
generation of reciprocal lattice vectors, were set to 8.3 bohr 
and 9.9 bohr, respectively. For details of the method and spa-
tial partitioning within the 1D FLAPW scheme see [19]. The 
muffin-tin radii have been set to RMT  = 1.90 bohr for Pt and Ir 
(with local orbitals in the 5s and 5p states), and RMT = 1.0 bohr 
for the impurities. These values were chosen, not only to guar-
antee the good convergence of the obtained results but also to 
achieve a wide range of zigzag α-angles (see figure 1). For our 
calculations we included the effect of the spin–orbit interac-
tion, and considered magnetization in the three directions of 
space (x, y and z), as none of them are equivalent when the 
zigzag geometry is taken into account.

We have set the coordinate system such that the chains 
are aligned along the z axis, and considered a two-atom unit 
cell to allow for zigzag arrangements. In figure 1 a schematic 
picture of the infinite planar zigzag atomic chains is shown, 
where the defined distances (dz, dx), as well as the zigzag  
α-angle, are presented.

3. Structure and magnetic properties

As one of the main goals of this work is to understand the 
incidence of the geometric structure, as well as magnetism 
and spin–orbit interaction in the chain formation process from 
energetic considerations, we have performed systematic cal-
culations of linear and zigzag geometries for two late 5d TMs, 
Ir and Pt, with prototype s-like (H) and p-like (O) impurities. 
We carried out total energy calculations as a function of both 
interatomic parameters, dz and dx, as defined in figure 1. For 
each of the five chosen dx distances we performed self-consis-
tent calculations for at least ten different dz values, fitted each 
resulting energy curve with a Morse-potential and interpolated 
the two-dimensional energy profile in the dz − dx plane, from 

Figure 1. Schematic structure for (a) single-atom planar zigzag 
chains and (b) planar zigzag chains with impurities. The infinite 
zigzag chains make an α-angle with the chain axis, z. dz is the 
projection of the metal-to-metal distance into the chain axis, and 
dx is the projection into a perpendicular degenerate axis. The metal 
atoms are represented by large blue spheres, while smaller gray 
spheres stand for the impurity atoms.
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which we extracted the effective minimum energy curves 
as a function of dz, ϵ = ϵd d d( ) min ( , )z d z xx . Our main results 
for single-atom Pt and Ir chains are summarized in the left 
panels of figures 2 and 3, respectively, where the total ener-
gies and the zigzag α-angles are plotted as a function of dz. 

We obtain the minimum energy curves for different magnetic 
configurations, namely non-magnetic (NM), ferromagnetic 
(FM) and including spin–orbit coupling, with the magne-
tization pointing along three directions of space, namely 
x-SOC, y-SOC and z-SOC. We present, in figures  2 and 3, 

Figure 2. Upper panel: the minimal total energy ETOT (per atom) as a function of the interatomic distance (dz) for PtPt (left), PtH (middle) 
and PtO (right). Results of non-magnetic (NM) and ferromagnetic (FM) calculations are presented. The dashed–dotted maroon lines 
correspond to the total energies of the linear infinite FM chains. Lower panel: the evolution of the corresponding zigzag α-angles.
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Figure 3. Upper panel: the minimal total energy ETOT (per atom) as a function of the interatomic distance (dz) for IrIr (left), IrH (middle) 
and IrO (right). Results of non-magnetic (NM) and ferromagnetic (FM) calculations are presented. For IrIr chains, results when applying 
spin–orbit coupling are also shown. The dashed–dotted maroon lines correspond to the total energies of the linear infinite FM chains. For 
IrO, the violet circles stand for the total energy of the antiferromagnetic solution. Lower panel: the evolution of the corresponding zigzag 
α-angles.
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only a selection of the collected data that illustrates the main 
results, to avoid confusing the reader with too many curves. 
Total energies of the FM Pt and Ir infinite linear chains are 
also shown for comparison. We find a characteristic two-well 
structure in the energy curves for both Pt and Ir, where the first 
minima are located around 62° for both atomic chains, and 
the second minima are around 27° in the Pt case and around 
28° in the Ir chains, showing that these metals prefer higher 
coordination and closely packed structures. Our results agree 
well with those reported by Fernández-Seivane [21, 22] and 
by Tung [23], except for the location of the second minimum 
at α ∼ 45° in Ir chains found by Fernández-Seivane. It is inter-
esting to note that inclusion of the spin-orbit interaction does 
not modify the general trends of the energy profiles in any of 
the studied systems.

To study the effect of the above-mentioned sp-dopants on Pt 
and Ir chains, we performed non-magnetic and spin-polarized 
calculations in the scalar relativistic approximation (FM) and 
included the effect of spin-orbit coupling via Pauli Hamiltonian 
(SOC). A collection of representative results is presented in 
the middle and right panels of figures 2 and 3, where we show 
the total energy curves as well as the evolution of the α-angles 
as a function of dz, for Pt-X and Ir-X (X = H,O) chains. We 
also included the energies of the corresponding infinite linear 
chains. We find that, when including SOC, the energies are 
lower than the corresponding FM ones, but the curve's features 
are similar, giving the same structural properties. The trends 
observed in the energetics of the NM results are similar to those 
obtained from the FM calculations. One feature that has to be 
pointed out is that, in general, we obtain that both Pt and Ir 
are ferromagnetic, not only in single-atom chains but also with 
impurities, as can be seen from the upper panels of the figures. 
This property is enhanced when stretching the atomic chains. 
Nevertheless, there is a range of dz values where we obtain 
that the NM structure is more stable than the FM, when the 
impurity is s-like. This range is smaller for Pt than for Ir. With 
respect to the geometric structure, we find that, when including 
an s-like impurity, the planar zigzag structure is more stable, 
with α ∼ 40° for both Ir and Pt chains. The energy curves in 
the vicinity of this angle are rather flat. When we introduce a 
p-like dopant the energy curves are quite different to the ones 
obtained for the single-atom chains, as the two-well structure is 
no longer present; instead, a three-minima curve emerges. The 
global minima are located in dz, corresponding to linear chains, 
indicating that the presence of this kind of impurity leads to an 
effective straightening of the bonds in the chains.

A common feature for all Pt-based chains, which can be 
seen from comparison between figures 2 and 3, is that their 
energy curves have smaller slopes than the ones displayed by 
the Ir-based chains. This softening of the energy profile can be 
related to the fact that the dxy and −dx y2 2 states of Pt are below 
the Fermi energy (EF) whereas in the case of Ir these states are 
crossing EF, thus providing an additional channel for hybridi-
zation and bonding between the atoms. Similar behavior was 
also found when comparing Au and Ag chains [15]. This fact 
has considerable impact on the chain stabilization process, as 
we will discuss in the next section.

For IrO chains we have also tested the possibility of an anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) solution (see figure 3). We find that there 
are two ranges of dz values where the AFM solution is more 
stable: namely, for large α values < <d(4.0 bohr 4.4 bohr)z  
and when dz  ∈  < <d(6.85 bohr 9.55 bohr)z . Concerning the 
geometric structure derived from the features of the energy 
profiles, there are no substantial differences between the FM 
and AFM solutions; therefore, we do not consider this mag-
netic structure when analyzing the chain formation process in 
the following section. To summarize, we find that structural 
properties are essentially independent of magnetism or the 
presence of a spin–orbit interaction.

We turn our attention now to the magnetic properties of the 
studied chains. In this work, we do not report on magnetic ani-
sotropy energies (MAEs) and orbital moments, as these two 
quantities, for Pt and Ir chains, have been extensively studied 
in the past [21–28]. The evolution of the atomic spin moments 
with dz is presented in figure 4. In the upper panel we show the 
spin moments for the Pt–Pt and Pt-X (X = H,O) cases, while 
in the lower panel the Ir–Ir and Ir-X moments are plotted. 
In  the case of impurities, the metal's magnetic moments are 
calculated as the unit cell moment minus the local moment 
of the X atom, as the muffin-tin radii we use are too small to 
give reasonable values of the magnetic moments of the metal 
atoms but are big enough to describe the local moment on 
the X atom. As can be seen in this figure, magnetic moments 
increase almost monotonically in Pt chains, whereas in the 
case of Ir chains they show a high-spin to low-spin to high-
spin transition in the range of dz, which corresponds to the for-
mation of the zigzag minimum during stretching. Both cases 
are magnetic in their ground state zigzag structures, and their 
magnetic moments at corresponding distances are similar, 
μ μ~0.44S B. All our calculated magnetic moments agree well 
with previously reported values [21–24].

Both 5d TMs, when combined with H, show a monoto-
nous increment in their magnetic moments from zero to the 
saturated value—that which is obtained for the monoatomic 
wires. Including O in the atomic chains leads to interesting 
magnetic behavior. In the Pt case, there is a transition between 
high-spin state and low-spin state, then back to the high-spin 
state, in contrast to what was observed in the Pt monowire. 
The same trend is exhibited by the O atoms (not shown). In 
the Ir case, while the high-spin to low-spin transitions were 
present in the Ir monowires, they are no longer present when 
combining Ir with O. In this case, the Ir magnetic moments are 
negligible until the distance at which a drastic increase in the 
moment up to very large values starts. The O moments show 
the same trend, with smaller magnetic moments.

An example of how the ferromagnetic density of states 
(DOS) evolves, as the parameter dz increases, is shown in 
figure 5, in which we refer to some selected cases. In the upper 
panels the DOS of infinite linear chains, corresponding to 
small and large Ir–Ir distance, is presented. As can be seen, in 
the small distance case the exchange splitting is small, giving 
rise to a magnetic moment of 0.37μB. When the interatomic 
distance in the monowires is increased, the tendency to ferro-
magnetic order and exchange splitting are strongly enhanced, 
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giving rise to huge magnetic moments (see lower panel of 
figure 4). The cylindrical symmetry present in the linear chains 
is also verified in the upper panels of figure 5, where the dxy 
and −dx y2 2 (Δ4-symmetry) orbitals are degenerate, as well as 
the dzx and dyz (Δ3-symmetry) orbitals. These degeneracies 
are broken when the chain has a zigzag geometry, as can be 
observed in the DOS of the two different zigzag α-angles pre-
sented in the lower panels of figure 5, corresponding to a low-
spin (2dz = 8  bohr; α = 26.6°) and a high-spin (2dz = 6  bohr; 
α = 45°). In the high-spin case (lower left) the exchange split-
ting is large, consistent with high magnetic moments. On the 
other hand, in the low-spin case (lower right) the exchange 
splitting is small—but not negligible, giving rise to a small 
magnetic moment. Note that in all the presented cases, the 
bigger the Ir–Ir distance dz, the narrower the bands, due to 
larger Ir–Ir bonding distances.

4. Producibility and stability of the chains

In this work, we apply the generalization of our model for 
chain formation in break-junctions [15], based on total energy 
arguments where zigzag and linear geometries, as well as the 
presence of impurities, are taken into account.

Before analyzing the results, it is important to discuss the 
energy scales that determine the elongation process. While the 
extraction of atoms out of the leads can be modeled in line 
with previous studies [29, 30], we have also to consider the 
supplementing of the pure chain with the impurities. Here we 
assume that the light sp-dopants are present in the atmosphere 

and are not bound at the surface. This assumption is well-
justified, considering that the concentration of such impuri-
ties is controlled by the partial pressure in experiments. Here 
we refer to results by Bahn et al [13], who reported a highly 
preferential binding of impurity atoms to Au chains, allowing 
an important simplification: impurities have a strong tendency 
to cover all assisted bonds of the chain atoms. Hence, the 
resulting structure is well-described as a chain of alternating 
atoms.

To briefly recall our model, we divide the system into 
two regions: the leads and the suspended chain. The elec-
tronic structure of the two parts is considered separately, thus 
neglecting their mutual influence. This approximation is good 
enough to describe the formation of long chains [26, 29], 
which is the purpose of the current work. Within our model, 
the whole process of chain formation consists of two conse-
quent processes. First, one atom is extracted out of the lead 
into the chain, reducing the coordination of this particular 
atom. This requires additional external energy, which we 
account for by the difference of the cohesion energy for an 
atom in the lead, Elead, and in the chain, EW(d0), both at equi-
librium distance, thus giving ΔElead = EW(d0) − Elead. Elead is 
calculated as explained in [15] and the values of the energy 
barriers we use for Pt-based chains are ΔElead = 1.852  eV, 
1.791 eV and 1.900 eV for NM, FM and SOC calculations, 
respectively. The corresponding ones for Ir-based chains are 
ΔElead = 2.809 eV, 2.684 eV and 2.693 eV.

The second process is related to the relaxation of all  the 
chain bonds to a smaller interatomic distance after the 

Figure 4. Magnetic moments of the transition-metal atom (in μ )B  as a function of dz in Pt, Pt-X (upper panel), Ir and Ir-X (lower panel) 
chains. Open squares correspond to pure 5d-TM linear chains, black circles to pure TM zigzag chains, red diamonds to TM-O chains and 
blue triangles to TM-H chains. Vertical lines indicate the equilibrium distance of each case (dashed black lines: TM–TM chains, dot–dashed 
red lines: TM-O chains and dot–dot–dashed blue lines: TM-H chains). For monowires, the double cell is taken into account to enable a 
comparison at the same distance between all types of chains.
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additional atom has entered the chain. In this way, the chain 
formation process can be translated into the following 
equation (P-criterion):

ϵ Δ ϵ= + − + + ∼
E d N N d E N d*( , ) ( 1) ( ) [ ( 2) ( ) ]lead (1)

where d = L/(N + 1) and = +∼
d L N/ ( 2) are the chain inter-

atomic distances before and after the elongation, respec-
tively: N + 1 is the number of bonds in a chain of N atoms 
and L is the distance between the leads. The binding energy 
of the suspended chain, ϵ(d), is defined from the binding 
energy of the infinite wire, with interatomic distance d, 
EW(d) = EW(d0) + ϵ(d), relative to the wire’s cohesive energy 
at equilibrium interatomic distance d0, EW(d0), which implies 
ϵ >d( ) 0.

If *  >E d N( , ) 0 the P-criterion is satisfied and the chain 
can increase by one atom for that particular pair of parameters 
(d, N). To apply the P criterion to suspended chains, we fit 
the wire-binding energy ϵ(d) by interpolating the minimum 
energy curve from the binding energy of several dx and dz dis-
tances [15]. Thus, the binding energies participating in equa-
tion (1) are the ones depicted in figures 2 and 3. To analyze the 
criterion, we plot the energy E*(d, N) surface (P-area, in what 
follows) for several selected cases, as shown in figure 6, where 
we also included the energy landscape of single-atom Pt linear 
chains for better comparison. We do not show the P-areas for 
all considered magnetic configurations, to avoid confusing the 
reader with too many plots. The area of the phase space where 

* >E 0 provides the parameters for which the elongation by 

one atom (or one pair of atoms when the impurities are con-
sidered) is probable. This probability is greater for higher 
values of E*, given by the color-coding in the figure.

One of the most distinct differences visible, when com-
paring linear and zigzag single-atom chains, is that two dif-
ferent areas of positive E* appear when considering zigzag 
geometry. This suggests that, in an experiment, the co- 
existence of these phases can enhance the elongation prop-
erties of the chains by switching from the linear region of 
producibility into the zigzag one. This could be achieved by 
pushing the tips towards each other, therefore reducing the 
interatomic distance in the chain that allows the zigzag geom-
etry to be stabilized. This interesting and useful property is 
one of the most important outcomes of our extended model, as 
we are taking into account the relaxation at short interatomic 
distances into zigzag geometries which are energetically 
favorable. It is important to mention that, when analyzing 
the incidence of magnetism and spin orbit interaction (not 
shown) in the P-area, we do not find any substantial changes 
in the shape and position of the P-regions, compared to the 
non-magnetic situations without spin–orbit. This can be seen 
from the second and third panels of figure 6. Noticeably, it is 
only the value of E* which is affected by magnetism, being 
1–2 eV smaller for magnetic chains than for the non-magnetic 
ones. This reduction is a direct consequence of the change 
in the energy profile and corresponding breaking force (see 
e.g. figure 3 and table 1) upon taking spin-polarization into 
account. Generally, the effect of the reduced probability for 

Figure 5. Orbital decomposition of the density of states of pure Ir chains in selected geometries. Upper panel: linear chains with two 
different Ir–Ir distances. Low-spin (left) and high-spin (right) examples are shown. Lower panel: two different Ir zigzag chains. High-spin 
(left) and low-spin (right) examples are plotted. The Ir monowire double cell is taken into account to facilitate the comparison with figure 4. 
The vertical black line represents the Fermi energy (ϵF). For linear chains the dxy with −dx y2 2, and dzx with dyz can be grouped into Δ4 and Δ3 
states, respectively.
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Figure 6. Selected energy landscapes E*(d, N) as a function of interatomic distance (d) and number of atoms in the chain (N) describing 
the chain producibility for pure and impurity-assisted Pt and Ir chains, where E* is defined by the criterion for producibility, (equation (1)). 
Thick white lines mark the E* = 0 isolines indicating regions of producibility *  >E d N( ( , ) 0). Additional thin isolines are drawn at  
E*(d, N) = 2 eV, 4 eV, 6 eV, and 8 eV in each panel. Note that regions which are outside of the interval [ − 8 eV, 8 eV] are shown in the same 
color-coding as the minimal and maximal value of this interval. To rate the stability of chains, for each panel the inflection point ̂d  in the 
linear regime of the binding energy potential is depicted by thick blue vertical lines.
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producibility in magnetic systems is in accord to [30]. On the 
other hand, the effect of the spin–orbit interaction on the pro-
ducibility of the chains is even less pronounced.

The main differences in the P-areas are obtained when 
introducing environmental impurities into the chain formation 
process (see the last two panels of figure 6). For both 5d TMs 
chains, we can see that, when including H in the chains the 
P-area becomes significantly wider, as compared to the pure 
linear and zigzag chains. This can be attributed to the fact that, 
in TM-H chains, there is only one stable zigzag phase with a 
rather flat minimum: the chains are stable for a rather broad 
range of α angles. Nevertheless, even if with H impurities the 
chains are producible in a wider range of dz distances, they 
are more likely to grow if O is the impurity which assists the 
chain growth—as follows from the larger values of E* (see 
color coding of figure 6).

To test the stability of the chains, we turn to the string 
tension, F(d ), which is defined as the slope of the binding 
energy with respect to the distance between the atoms along 
the z-axis, i.e. F(d  ) = F(dz) = δ ϵ(dz)/δdz. The maximum of this 
quantity, the so-called ‘break force’ ̂=F F d( )0  can give us a 
very rough estimate of how far an ideal infinite chain can be 
stretched until it breaks at a distance ̂d , indicated with thick 
blue vertical lines in figure  6. As we are dealing not only 
with linear monowires but also with planar zigzag wires, in 
the energy binding curve we find more than one minimum. 
In general, the minima located at lower distances dz are the 
ones corresponding to zigzag geometries and, therefore, the 
chains are not under high tension in this region. The minima 
that are located at higher distances correspond to the elonga-
tion situation, and so it is in this region where the chain can be 
broken if the break force is applied. Physically, a successful 
chain elongation event will occur when the following happens: 
as the chain is stretched, the energy of the system increases up 
to the point where a lead atom overcomes the chain formation 
barrier, ΔElead, and enters the chain. This reduces the distance 
in the chain from d to 

∼
d  and lowers the total energy of an atom 

in the wire,  <∼
E d E d( ) ( )W W . The larger the slope of the total 

energy EW(d), the more energy can be gained by relaxing the 
chain from a distance d to 

∼
d . Therefore, large values of F0 and 

small energy barriers ΔElead will favor chain elongation.
In table 1 we show calculated break forces, F0, for the sys-

tems we studied. As a general rule, we observe that non-mag-
netic calculations lead to enhanced stability of the chains, in 
agreement with previous results [21, 22, 30]. When comparing 
the break forces for all the studied cases we first note that in 
pure chains a stronger binding, and correspondingly larger 

values of F0, occur for Ir: a direct consequence of the smoother 
energy profile of Pt chains, discussed in section 3. Introducing 
s-like impurities leads to lower F0 values, contrary to what is 
obtained for Cu, Ag and Au chains (see [15]), where s-like 
impurities help to strengthen the bonds. This can be attributed 
to the fact that the presence of H in the chains, on  the one 
hand, causes the smallest strengthening of the bonds due to 
the absence of directionality of the s-orbitals but, on the other 
hand, increases the magnetic moments of the metal atoms, 
thus impeding the formation of long chains in break junctions, 
according to the mechanism discussed in [30]. Furthermore, 
when the chains are assisted by p-like impurities, more pro-
nounced directionality of the covalent bonds leads to consid-
erably bigger values of the corresponding break forces.

5. Conclusions

In this work we have applied the generalization of the chain 
formation model presented in [15] to two late 5d-TMs 
chains, Pt and Ir, with two prototype impurities: the s-like 
and p-like impurities (H and O, respectively). The geomet-
rical extension of the model is essential to describe assisted-
chain creation, but also leads to a quantitative refinement of 
the predicted interchain distances during the chain creation 
process of the pure chain. We have investigated the growth 
probability and stability of the wires, taking the input from 
first-principles calculations. We find that neither magnetism 
nor spin–orbit interaction play a crucial role in the structural 
properties of the atomic chains, but they do play a role in 
their producibility and stability in break junction experi-
ments as the absence of magnetism leads to an enhanced 
stability. We also find that Ir chains are more likely to form 
than Pt chains, and that O-assisted chain growth leads to a 
strongly enhanced tendency towards chain elongation, when 
compared to pure chains. On  the other hand, the presence 
of H-impurities increases the spin magnetic moments of the 
metal atoms, resulting in a smaller break force and reduced 
structural stability.
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